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`23J graduates feeling unrecognized by upcoming
spring graduation ceremony

BY ELSA RUSSELL
News Editor

In the words of Dr.
Ronald Moore of the
University of Washington Philosophy Department, “commencement
exercises and freshman
convocations are punctuation points — symmetrical points that form the
boundaries of academic
experience and in doing
so contribute an essential
element to its meaning.”
To use Dr. Moore’s analogy, some Colby students
are heading towards an
unfinished sentence. As
the end of an unusual
college experience approaches, the ’23J graduates have learned they
will not be permitted to
walk at graduation this
coming May.
This unexpected decision, which was determined by a close faculty
vote, has left many `23J
graduates feeling confused, upset, and overlooked. Watching graduation from the sidelines
is a dispiriting way to
end four years of growth,
learning, and community building — especially
when a global pandemic has already taken so
much away.
In the fall of 2020, students grappled with a
decision that felt monumental: whether or not
to return to Colby for the
fall semester. Colleges
across the nation were attempting to reopen, and
the news was dotted with
reports of their failures
to do so. Students missed
their friends and they
missed their school, but if
we returned, would they
actually get to see them?
Some students faced

unpredictable and fluctuating financial situations,
sick family members,
pandemic-induced or exacerbated mental health
challenges, and fears of
a virus whose transmission and effects were still
largely a mystery. Others
felt that the value of an
in-person Colby education was too great to sacrifice, and decided to pursue other opportunities
until they were confident
they could return for a
more normal semester.
The College itself encouraged students to
ask such questions and
make the decision that
was right for them. They
voiced their support of
our leaves of absence.
“In the midst of a global pandemic, I decided
to take the fall of 2020
off from Colby to pursue
other experiences and opportunities, with the hope
for some stability and
predictability as much of
the world was still turning
on its head,” Ellie Batchelder ’23J said.
Colin Sullivan ’23J took
a leave of absence to work
“as a laboratory technician in a COVID-19 testing
lab, hoping to help positively impact the eradication of the virus as well
as learn career relevant
skills and information in
the process.”
“When I reached out to
the school to ask about
this process, they were
extremely accepting of
it, and even encouraged
it,” Sullivan said. “[Colby] encouraged us to find
jobs elsewhere that may
be safer than returning
to campus, or to stay at
home with family who
may need our help.”
“In doing so, it was my
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’21 and ’22J graduates and their guests celebrate the spring 2021graduation and commencement ceremonies

understanding, and stated by the school, that we
would be able to walk at
graduation with our class
even though we were not
receiving a diploma,” he
continued. “When I returned to school, I was
surprised to hear from
my peers that the rule had
changed.”
Though the College has
spoken to individual students, they still have not
made a formal announcement about this change.
Students feel this has
perpetuated rumors and
contributed to feelings of
mistrust. For many ’23J
graduates, the lack of
communication feels unprofessional and unfair.
Above all, however, students are upset that the
exception granted to ’22J
graduates has not been

extended to ’23J graduates.
Like Sullivan and Batchelder, Ian Peterson ’22J
took a leave of absence
during the fall 2020 semester due to COVID-19.
He was one of multiple ’22J graduates who
walked at the spring 2021
graduation
ceremony.
Peterson voiced his sympathy for ’23J graduates
and expressed the loss he
would have felt if he had
not been allowed to walk.
“I would have lost a
capstone piece of the Colby experience that I had
conceptualized; an experience that nearly all of
my peers would share,”
Peterson said. “Many of
my best friends, and my
oldest friends, from Colby
were in my class. I feel super fortunate to have con-

nected closely with the
folks in grades above and
below me, but at the end
of the day, I entered Colby
in the class of 2021.”
’23J graduates do have
the option to return for
the spring 2023 graduation, but the prevailing
sentiment is that this is
not only inconvenient
and costly, but also further disconnects them
from their class peers.
Like Peterson, ’23J graduates identify with the
class they entered college
with — the class of ’22.
“These are my fellow
students and friends that
I have spent four years
with at Colby,” Sullivan
explained. “We have
been through challenging
times and formed lifelong
bonds with each other. It
would give me great pride

in this school if Colby allowed me to walk with
them in May 2022.”
’23J graduates also
stressed the contributions they have made to
the class of ’22 — contributions that will feel unrecognized if they are unmarked by a graduation
ceremony.
“In the four semesters
I completed prior to taking time off, and in the
nearly three semesters
since, I have contributed
to the Colby community, and more specifically, the Class of 2022, in
ways that have made my
college career, thus far,
defined by friends, classmates, and peers in the
Class of 2022,” Batchelder explained. “As one of
Continued on Page 2

College announces Speakers for Class of 2022 Commencement Ceremony
BY VERONICA MCINTYRE
News Reporter

Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Isabel Wilkerson and education
advocate Ana Rowena
Mallari will speak at

the Class of 2022’s commencement ceremony
this May. The College
announced the speakers
in an email to the community on March 29.
Wilkerson, an accomplished journalist, au-

thor, and speaker, will
deliver the commencement speech to the
graduating class. Wilkerson is both a Pulitzer
Prize winner and National Humanities Medal recipient.
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Pulitzer Prize winner Isabel Wilkerson will speak at the Spring 2022 commencement ceremony
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She is the author of
the best-selling book
“Caste: The Origins of
Our Discontents,” which
is currently being adapted into a Netflix film.
Wilkerson is also the
author of “The Warmth
of Other Suns,” which
gained national attention when President
Barack Obama listed
it in his 2011 summer
reading list. The book
was also named among
the best books of all
time by the New York
Times Magazine .
The College wrote
the following about
Wilkerson in the official announcement of
the speakers:
“Wilkerson tells stories of migration and
reinvention and the
enduring search for
the American dream,
and she has become
an impassioned voice
for demonstrating how
history can help us understand ourselves, the
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country, and the current era of upheaval.”
Mallari
was
announced as the baccalaureate event speaker.
Mallari is an advocate
for education and is the
co-founder of QuestBridge, a nonprofit organization which aims
to help low-income and
first-generation
students in achieving higher education. Mallari
currently serves as the
CEO and board chair of
QuestBridge. The College started its partnership with QuestBridge
in 2015, and has since
enrolled more than 280
QuestBridge Scholars,
including 175 in the
past four years.
Alessandra Amano ’22
is looking forward to
hearing from Wilkerson
and Mallari at her commencement ceremony.
“I’m definitely excited to hear from both
of the speakers and am
looking forward to what
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they have to tell us at
graduation,”
Amano
said. “I was not initially
super familiar with either of them, but after
reading a little about Isabel Wilkerson I am really looking forward to
hearing her talk about
her books. I think it will
be really inspiring to
hear from the first African American woman to
win a Pulitzer Prize in
journalism, and it will
be interesting to hear
how she talks about
her
experiences
at
graduation and relates
them back to us as we
leave Colby.”
The College will also
be granting honorary
degrees to several accomplished
people.
Maulian Dana, Michael
Gordon ’66, Ana Rowena Mallari, Eric Rosengren ’79, Dr. Nirav
Shah, Wilkerson, and
Jamie Wyeth will all receive honorary degrees
this May.
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`23J graduates feeling unrecognized by upcoming spring graduation ceremony
Continued from Page 1
the Co-Presidents for the
Class of 2022, I have acted as a representative of
the class, working to ensure the best experience
possible for the class
as a whole. I have celebrated critical academic
achievements alongside
my peers, completing senior capstone projects,
engaging in seminars,
and embarking on a Senior Thesis to further my
academic curiosities and
experience.”
“Although
COVID-19
has impacted the timeline on which I complete
my college experience, it
is upsetting to me to think
that I would not have this
opportunity to celebrate
the achievements of my
class that I have also been
a part of,” she continued.
“While my time at Colby may not be done, my
experience on this campus, as shaped by the interactions, experiences,
and community I have
built with the graduating
seniors is coming to an
end. We have endured
challenges,
celebrated
achievements, and helped
form a community on this
campus that every member of the class has contributed to — both those
finishing their degree and
those that opted to take
extra time to do so.”
“The most frustrating aspect of this is that,
through taking a semester off, we are no longer
considered within the
context of any class re-

ally,” Sarah Bozuwa ’23J
said. “We cannot graduate
with the people we weathered the pandemic with
or who we went through
first-year with.”
“It feels like a no-man’s
land now — we cannot
be nominated for awards
or speaking roles in the
Class of 2022, the class
that knows us and who
we grew with, who may
want to be represented
by someone with just one
extra semester left,” continued Bozuwa. “Those
honors would not be bestowed upon ’23J graduates in the next year
because we would not be
able to speak for their experience. Our experience
has been with this class —
we should be granted the
opportunity to celebrate
that.”
The other option presented to ’23J graduates is
participation in the winter completion ceremony.
Peterson, who attended
both the spring and winter graduation ceremonies, noted that the winter ceremony did not hold
the same distinction.
Faculty attendance is
significantly lower than
in the spring. Because it
is held indoors in the relatively small Ostrove Auditorium, seating is limited.
Peterson
explained
that the abnormally large
number of ’22J graduates
made family attendance
and the traditional “intimate banquet with families and mentors” impossible. With an even higher
number of ’23J graduates,
many worry that they

will not be able to share
this milestone with their
loved ones.
Students also noted that
President Greene’s absence from the Dec. 2021
ceremony further marked
its insignificant feel.
Graduation in itself
is a rite of passage, and
one that is especially important at a time when
so many of the anticipated milestones and celebrations, such as family
reunions, birthday celebrations, and other gatherings, have been impossible.

Students
urge the administration
to reconsider
its position
on allowing
’23J graduates to walk
this spring.

It marks the end of a
chapter: one last opportunity to come together
with friends and classmates, even more important after two years of such
limited opportunity to do
so. It is a celebration of
the achievement of completing college, which is
even more deserving of
recognition now than it
would be under normal
circumstances.
The shared experience
of pursuing a college education during a pandemic marked by an abrupt

departure from campus,
a shift to online classes,
and limited gatherings
and school events makes
participating in an actual graduation ceremony
even more treasured.
There will not be another opportunity to be with
peers, in this place we’ve
called home, to mark this
transition into life after
college.
“[COVID-19]
has
changed so much about
the fluidity of our school
that the rigidity around
graduation feels stark
in comparison,” Bozuwa
said. “Why can we not
celebrate our shared experience?”
It seems a very small
thing to ask the administration, but it would mean
a tremendous amount to
students. Allowing ’23J
graduates to walk this
spring would signal that
Colby supports them to
the end.
But by denying ’23J
graduates the opportunity to walk at graduation,
Colby risks the chance
that these students — future alum — will leave
feeling slighted, unsupported,
uncelebrated,
and unrecognized.
Peers in the class of ’22
and friends in other classes — both future and current alum — will not be
blind to the injustice of
this missed experience.
Families and friends outside of Colby will feel the
pain it invokes. What are
the implications of this?
Colby has done a remarkable job handling
the pandemic thus far, but

is failing to show up and
follow through to the end,
when it matters most to
the students themselves.
“While we missed out
on a semester with our
peers when we chose to
take time away from Colby, we have contributed
to, and have been influenced by, the class that
we started our time at
Colby with,” Batchelder
said. “I hope that the faculty will reconsider the
stance they have historically taken in order to allow members of the Class
of 2023J to walk and celebrate with the rest of our
class. Our college experience, as with the rest of
the world, has been completely altered due to this
unprecedented
global
pandemic that we are still
living through. As such,
I hope that Colby faculty
and administration will
reconsider extending unprecedented compromise
to the student body and
the policies that impact
us.”
The Student Government Association (SGA)
has also expressed their
unanimous support of
this request. On Sunday,
March 13, SGA passed a
motion requesting reevaluation of the administration’s decision.
“While Colby College
has made valiant efforts
with helping students
adjust to the challenges
COVID-19 has created,
their inflexibility to allow
seniors to walk at graduation that took one semester off because of these
unprecedented circum-

stances is unreasonable.
This motion proposes
that Administration and
Faculty consider an exception for these particular seniors in the graduating class as they may
have taken the time off
for medical, mental, and
many other reasons beyond themselves,” the
motion stated.
Oliver Lawrence ’23J
asks the school to consider his question: “What
does the school have to
lose by letting us walk?”
Surely it does not outweigh what they have to
gain.
Students urge the administration to reconsider its position on allowing ‘23J graduates to walk
this spring— an action
that would mean a lot to
these students while having minimal or no cost
to them. The benefit for
both the College and its
students may be hard to
quantify, but is significant, and should not be
overlooked.
For the College, who
risks alienating students
who have invested so
much in a Colby undergraduate education, allowing students this opportunity would go a long
way in maintaining goodwill and strengthening
ties with future alumni.
Students would be
deeply grateful for the
chance to end their Colby
chapter with the expected
exclamation mark, especially in light of two years
with an inordinate number of commas, hyphens,
and parentheses.

Goldfarb Center held lecture on global pandemic response regarding COVID-19
BY KRISTEN SHEN
News Reporter

The Goldfarb Center for
Public Affairs held a lecture discussing the global pandemic response
at 7 p.m. on April 7. The
lecture was part of the
George J. Mitchell International Lecture Series,
2022. There will be more
lectures in sequence later this semester that will
continue into next semester. Participants could attend the lecture in person
in Diamond or via livestream.
Gayle E. Smith was the
invited guest speaker at
this lecture. Last year,
she served in the Biden
administration as the U.S.
State Department’s Coordinator for Global COVID
Response & Health Security, where she played
a leading role in the U.S.
government’s effort to
end the global pandemic.
Dr. Nirav Shah, the
Maine CDC Director, welcomed the guest speaker
and introduced the lecture.
Participants in the
event included Colby faculty and students, as well

as non-Colby members.
Dr. Shah appreciated
students’ participation in
the event: “I am particularly delighted to see so
many students in the audience this evening,” he
said.
“Attending lectures like
this and hearing from individuals like Gayle Smith
is truly what distinguishes just taking classes from
going to college,” he said.
He also encouraged students to take initiative
and ask questions at the
end of the lecture.
Shah then introduced
the lecture and commented on the current
COVID-19 issue.
“COVID is down, but it
is not out,” he said. “There
is more to be done. Specifically, for example,
around vaccinating the
world, how we will pay
for this effort or more importantly what happens
if we do not secure the
funding for it.”
Shah summarized these
concerns as “epidemiological questions” that
need further consideration.
“Gayle Smith has served
as a top advisor on inter-
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national issues for three
American
presidents
and is one of the world’s
leading experts on global
development and global health security,” he
said. “She focused on
COVID-19 financing as
well as global efforts to
distribute COVID-19 vaccines equitably and efficiently across the global.”
“Under Gayle’s leadership, there [have been]
260 million doses of
COVID-19 vaccines [given
to] more than 110 countries,” Shah continued.
Smith
emphasized
COVID-19 as a “global pandemic” ravaging
multiple countries in
the world and gave a “D”
grade to the current response.
“We have tools and sciences that can bring [the
pandemic] to an end earlier and more quickly,” she
explained. “We take vaccines for granted living
in this country. [Looking
at how vaccines are arrayed,] we [may find that]
we are exceedingly fortunate [since] the average
for [receiving vaccines]
is around 74 percent. In
low-income countries, it
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2:35 P.M.
3:42 P.M.
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1:56 P.M.
12:01 A.M.
12:53 A.M.
4:31 A.M.
8:08 A.M.
9:22 P.M.
11:08 P.M.
11:10 P.M.

is below 13 percent. Poor
countries have to live with
the virus with no choice
because they are unable
to get [enough] vaccines.”
She also discussed the
possibility of temporal
waving of “intellectual
right” in order to produce
and distribute vaccines
worldwide.
Towards the end of the

lecture, she proposed two
questions to promote students’ thinking regarding
COVID-19 and political issues in general:
“How do we think
about modern threats?
And how does the world
cooperate to do things
better and to react with
a smarter, better strategy when facing national,

economic threats such as
COVID-19?”
Unlike previous lectures that let the professor lead the discussion,
this time students were
encouraged to ask the
guest speaker more questions.
For those interested in
listening to the lecture,
the recording is available.

THE GOLDFARB CENTER

Pictured above is Gayle E. Smith, one of the George J. Mitchell Keynote lecturers.
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Get more beds, not more students

Local News Reporter

After a record-breaking acceptance year,
Colby College faced a
challenge that no one
expected. Despite having a lower acceptance
rate than any prior year,
too many students in the
Class of 2025 accepted
their admissions offer
and their class was overenrolled.
While this created a
myriad of problems, including challenges getting into required classes
and overcrowded dining
halls, the biggest issue
was the housing situation.

In anticipation of the
Class of 2026,
which could
be as large as
the Class of
2025, the College has not
ruled out the
Lockwood as a
housing option for rising
sophomores.

Between the number
of first-years, along with
COVID-19 induced cancellations of many studyabroad programs, including the Global Entry
Semester program for
first years, there was not
enough space for all of
the students who needed
to live on campus in the
fall.
The College responded
to this issue in several
ways. They created a
number of adapted spaces, turning doubles into
triples and triples into
quads. The majority of
first-years were put into
these rooms.
While
Colby
had
enough beds for everyone, they did not have

Haven Low
The College’s opaque housing process has frustrated many students, especially firt-years and sophomores.

enough furniture, which
led to many rooms lacking desks, dressers, and
wardrobes for all of a
room’s inhabitants. To
compensate for these
situations, the College
extended a credit of $500
to all students for each
semester they were in an
adapted space.
Even with adapted
spaces, however, the College did not have enough
space for all students on
campus. It housed several sophomores in the
Lockwood Hotel in downtown Waterville, which
were outfitted with dorm
furniture. Like students
in adapted spaces, Lockwood students also got
$500 for each semester
they were in residence
Spencer Schaller ’24
lives in Lockwood and
discussed with The Colby
Echo how it negatively affects him.
“As someone who can
only study in my room,
it definitely hindered me
academically and I am
still feeling the ramifications,” he said. “It is hard
for me to do work on
campus if I do not have
my own space, but that

means I have to drive
back and forth normally two or three times a
day in order to get work
done.”
He went on to mention
other ways living in the
Lockwood affects him.
“Definitely my study
habits and academic life
have taken a hit. I feel
more flustered than I
normally do and disorganized — which, as an
organized person, I very
much dislike,” he said.
While some students
were able to move out of
adapted spaces and the
Lockwood, the housing
issues do not seem like
they have ended.
Colby is currently
building
four
more
dorms, which are meant
to house 200 first-years
and sophomores. They
also plan to build several
more buildings over the
next few years, which
will help with David
Greene’s plan to expand
the College.
The catch is that this
expansion plan will take
years to complete, doing little for the College’s
current housing crunch.
Only two of the four

“I don’t think
it’s fair that our
class is getting the worst
housing two
years in a row
when it’s not
our fault that
our grade is so
big, and they
accepted even
more students
before they
have the beds
for them,”
Kaitlyn Hurley ‘25 said.

Johnson Pond houses are
supposed to be finished
by the fall of 2022, adding only 100 new beds.
While this may help the
Class of 2025, the Col-

lege will still lack beds
if the Class of 2026 overenrolls.
In anticipation of the
Class of 2026, which
could be as large as the
Class of 2025, the College has not ruled out the
Lockwood as a housing
option for rising sophomores. The way the room
draw will work for the
rising sophomores is
that 200 out of the 654
students will be put on
a waitlist and will not
be able to pick housing
until all the first-years
are situated. If there are
not enough rooms, this
means the Lockwood
might be used for housing again next year.
Kaitlyn Hurley ’25 explained that Colby does
not provide enough support in the already challenging process.
“I know that several
people in [the Class of
2025] mentioned to me
that they wanted to do
random roommates next
year and I think it’s [bad]
that Colby doesn’t make
it clear that [random
roommates] isn’t an option ... Colby should be
providing more options

and better support to students,” she said.
Another student in
the Class of 2025 anonymously expressed her
displeasure with the way
Colby was handling the
housing situation.
“I don’t think it’s fair
that our class is getting
the worst housing two
years in a row when it’s
not our fault that our
grade is so big, and they
accepted even more students, before they have
the beds for them,” Hurley said.
As for the Class of
2026, all the adapted
spaces are no longer considered adapted, which
means they will be stuck
in rooms that are too
small, without the correct amount of furniture,
and they do not get any
compensation.
And, for rising sophomores who have to live
in the Lockwood next semester, Schaller has advice for you.
“I hope you are able to
get work done at school
and have good friends
that you can stay over
with on weekends,” he
said.

FINANCE

BY CAM DYER

Head of Bloomberg Beta speaks at Colby event

Columist

“Roy Banat on
Bloomberg Beta”
This past Thursday,
April 7, Roy Bahat of
Bloomberg Beta, an
early-stage
venture
capital f irm, spoke at
an event sponsored
by the Davis Institute
for Artif icial Intelligence (AI).
Bloomberg
Beta

The conversation bounced
between topics such as
artificial intelligence and
automation
of labor to
Bahat’s investment process.
One question
focused on
Bloomberg
Beta’s opensource nature
of investing.

focuses on companies that hope to
profoundly alter the
ways in which the
wheels of business
turn,
specif ically
within the f ields of
machine
learning.
For his own part, Bahat focuses on the
future of work itself
— he has prior experience in consulting,
public policy, and
technology.
His
talk,
titled
“Your Work in the
Age of Automation,”
was held in the Parker Reed Room in the
Scha i r- Swen so n -Wat-

son Alumni Center
Thursday
evening.
The format of the
event was a long form
conversation
with
guided question topics asked by a panel
of three.
The panel included
yours truly, Director
of the Davis Institute
for AI and Professor
of Computer Science
Amanda Stent, and
Assistant Professor of
Economics Ekaterina
Seregina.
The
conversation
bounced
between
topics such as artif icial intelligence and
automation of labor
to Bahat’s investment
process.
One question focused on Bloomberg
Beta’s
open-source
nature of investing,
as the f irm interestingly elects to put
its operating manual
on Github, a popular software development platform.
Bahat noted that
this
decision
was
based on his desire to
create a value-driven
investing process that
seeks to forge a better
future for laborers
from an AI lens.
Another
question
asked Bahat to speak
about the current dynamics of the labor
market that soon-tobe graduates will enter. Bahat highlighted
the signif icant differences between the
labor market of today
and the one he entered upon his own
college
graduation,
stating that it may
be
near-impossible
for him to give good
advice. Despite that,
he remarked, “one’s
f irst job is rarely the
decider of success for
an individual.”
The
conversation
highlighted the future of work and artif icial intelligence in
Maine, as well as how

to speak about artif icial intelligence with
those who do not
have a f irm understanding of the f ield,
which leads them to
irrationally fear the
term “AI.”
Overall, Bahat presented
interesting
sentiments about not
only AI, but forecasting, public policy,
f inance, and even a
little bit of philosophy. A recording of
the livestream can be
viewed on the Davis
Institute website.
“Inflation, yield
curve inversions
strike fear in investors”
As markets continue to grapple with
the seemingly everlasting supply chain
disruptions
caused
by COVID-19 fallout,
another major signal
occurred over the last

Most notably,
the spread
between the
two-year and
ten-year yield
became negative in early
April, sounding the alarm
for many investors, pundits,
and researchers alike.

week of trading days
that has caused alarm
for many. The yield
curve, which displays
the spread between
the yields of US Government
treasuries
at various maturities,

inverted at a few key
spreads in the waning
trading sessions of
March.
Most notably, the
spread between the
two-year and ten-year
yield became negative
in early April, sounding the alarm for
many investors, pundits, and researchers
alike.
Yield curve inversions are generally
viewed as an event
that prices in both
future economic conditions,
inflation
expectations,
and
monetary policy expectations. In a recent study, BCA Research observed that

the two-year and tenyear yield has inverted before seven of the
last eight recessions.
Despite the inversion (which has since
reverted to a positive
spread of 19 basis
points at time of writing), Federal Reserve
Chair Jerome Powell
implored
onlookers
to remain calm. Instead, he noted that
the Fed’s preferred
yield curve measure,
the implied yield in
18 months on threemonth T Bills minus
the yield presently on
three-month T Bills
was strongly positive and had trended
upward towards a

spread of nearly two
percent
throughout
2022.
Already, the Federal
Open Market Committee hiked their key
policy variable 25 basis points last month
but persistent inflation has led those to
believe that there will
be a least a half-percentage point hike at
this month’s meeting,
and more to follow.
Critics of Powell’s
Fed have noted the influence of large-scale
asset purchases such
as quantitative easing on the US Treasury market, which
has blurred the true
predictive power sig-
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Club Sports Feature: Woodsmen Mud Meet

BY MAHIKA GUPTA
Features Reporter

Across
Washington
Street
from
Colby’s
Main Campus lies a
wooden sign with the
inscription PV = nRT.
This marks the home
of the Colby College
Woodsmen’s team.
Every year, the team
hosts the Mud Meet on
their field, a springtime event that generally falls in early April.
This year, Mud Meet
fell on Saturday April 9
and was the first Colby
has been able to host in
two years due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Participating teams
included the University
of New Hampshire, the
University of Connecticut, and Dartmouth College.
The revival of the
event was celebrated
by the Colby Woodsmen
alumni, many of whom
came out to support and
participate recreationally in the meet. Joseph
Savage, a current senior
on the team, was surprised by the turnout of
alums.
“Normally we have
4–8 alumni ... but 22
alumni is something
different,” he said.
In addition to alumni,
the team was joined by
a number of parents,
peers, and pets who
came out to show support. The meet was
kicked off by Colby
College President David Greene and Provost
Maragaret
McFadden
doing a cross-cut, a
traditional Woodsmen
event during which
two people work together using a saw to
cut through a piece of
wood.
Savage went on to explain the structure of a
traditional Woodsman

meet in more detail.
“Usually, everyone on
the team has a singles
event, a doubles event,
and a triples event. And
usually we do singles,
doubles, then triples,
then team events, where
teams are six people.
And there are a bunch
of different [events],
like two-person saw,
which is cross-cut, bow
saw, decking, pulp toss,
but this time we actually did the team events
first, then all of the
singles, doubles, and
triples later in the day.

The revival of
the event was
celebrated
by the Colby
Woodsmen
alumni, many
of whom came
out to support
and participate
recreationally
in the meet.
Firebuild events are always at the end because
they get messy,” he said.
The last event of the
day was the team firebuild event, which is a
relay made up of teams
of five people from each
school. The first four
people participate in a
relay, where one person
has to pack a packboard
with an axe, a piece of
wood, matches, and a
pan, and then run with
it on their back through
an obstacle course and
pass it like a baton to
their teammates positioned at various places
in the woods. The last
person in the relay joins

the fifth team member
back at the start where
they work together to
build a fire using the
items in the pack. The
first team to build a fire
hot enough to cause
soapy water in a tin can
to boil over wins.
The traditional events
in a Woodsmen’s meet
stem from the techniques used in the logging industry in the late
1800s to early 1900s.
The Woodsmen’s coach,
Dave Smith, explains
more on the history and
tradition behind these
events.
“A lot of these skills
are ... not being carried on anywhere else
because the tools that
we use aren’t being
used in the woods anymore for traditional or
modern logging operations. There are still a
few folks out there who
chop with an axe or use
a cross-cut saw for cutting wood, but of course
the vast majority of stuff
now has transitioned
even beyond chainsaws,
going to mechanized
harvesting equipment
for large scale forestry
operations,” he said.
Smith is on his thirty-third year of coaching the Colby team. He
got started as a college
competitor at Unity
College and shortly after graduation started
coaching at Colby. He
explains the origins of
Mud Meet, which was
coined not long after he
joined Colby’s team.
“We used to have our
field located over near
the steam plant and
that particular piece
of ground was always
very muddy this time
of year, and so when we
would host our meet,
we were pretty much
guaranteed we were in

Mahika Gupta
The Colby Woodsmen Team piled this wood during their Mud Meet.

mud. So while this site
isn’t quite as muddy, we
do have mud ... And it’s
spring; it’s mud season
in Maine,” Smith said.
The Woodsmen team
is a club sports team,
which means it functions differently compared to a varsity sports
team such as football or
baseball.
“I was at the student
activities fair and we
saw pineapples in the
air and axes slicing
through them, like Fruit
Ninja but live,” Kate
Braemer, a Woodsmen
and Colby College Class
of 2007 alumna, said.
“I signed up and never
looked back.”
Similarly,
Hanna
Hausladen, a current
senior on the team, first
gleaned interest in the
Woodsmen team after
witnessing one of their
demos during club fair.
She speaks to the sense
of community the team
cultivates that enticed

her to join.
“I really liked the
sense of community
because it was so very
different from the varsity sports communities
that I had been exposed
to thus far. It was…
more about expression,
who you are and how
you are, and building
on your skills and not
ridiculing anyone for
their lack of skills,” she
said.
Colby’s
team
was
one of the first to host
a Jack and Jill meet
amongst their competitors, which is a meet
that abandons gendered divisions and has
each school compete as
one team. This was a
change that came about
in 2007, which, as Braemer explains, happened
when she was a senior.
“In terms of Colby
versus other schools, I
think we have more camaraderie as a team
across genders. Part

of the push for us to
make a Jack and Jill
meet is that we heard
that at other schools,
the
women’s
team
wouldn’t be able to
practice until the men
were done and the
women would compete
and the men wouldn’t
cheer them on. And we
were like, yeah, no because that’s not who we
were and we were like,
well, we’re gonna shove
our ish onto everyone
else,” she said.
Colby’s
Woodsmen
team placed first in
the Mud Meet. The Bteam also came out to
perform, taking home
first place in firebuilding and fourth overall,
beating Dartmouth who
placed last.
A list of Woodsmen
events as well as detailed descriptions of
each event can be found
on the Woodsmen’s
website at https://web.
colby.edu/woodsmen/.

Deconstructing political narratives of Ukrainian history
BY CONALL BUTCHART
Co-Editor-in-Chief

In the weeks surrounding the Feb. 24
Russian invasion of
Ukraine, Russian President Vladimir Putin put
forth a variety of justifications for his illegal
incursion. Among accusations of genocide
organized by neo-Nazis,
oppression of ethnic
Russians, and threatening NATO expansion,
Putin advanced the
ahistorical
argument
that Ukraine did not
truly exist as an independent state, but is
rather a subsection of
the larger Russian identity and experience.
In a televised speech,
Putin
denied
that
Ukraine ever had “real
statehood.”
Painting
Ukraine as a part of
Russia has been an oftused tool of Putin — in
July 2021, he published
an essay titled “On the
Historical Unity of Russians and Ukrainians,”
which argued that “Russians and Ukrainians
were one people — a
single whole.”
Putin’s claims are
profoundly
ahistorical; while it is true
that Ukraine and Russia share a common
history, this historical
experience fails to support his argument that
Ukraine does not truly
exist as a nation.
“[Putin’s]
manipu-

lating pretty straightforward Russian and
Ukrainian history,” Professor of History Virginia Olmsted-McGraw
explained. “Putin’s version of Russian and
Ukrainian history is essentially to elide any
period in which the history of Ukraine and the
history of Russia are not
the same.”
While both Ukraine
and Russia have roots
in the medieval state
of Kyivan Rus, whose
capital was Ukraine’s
modern-day capital of
Kyiv, their experiences
begin to swiftly diverge.
Putin has highlighted
the conversion of Kyivan Rus to Orthodox
Christianity under Vladimir the Great in 986
as creating a “common
spiritual space” distinct
from western and Latin
Catholicism; OlmstedMcGraw instead emphasizes the differences
arising in later periods.
Kyiv, she noted, was
destroyed by Mongol invaders in the 13th century, experiencing a decline in power, leaving
Moscow to emerge as
a regional center. Following this divergence,
much of modern-day
Ukraine fell under the
control of the Catholic
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth.
“Putin is basically, trying to make this primordialist argument that
because both modernday Ukraine and mod-

ern-day Russia trace
their origins to Kyiv
that means they’re the
same country,” Olmsted-McGraw said. “This
ignores the fact that
between 900 and when
much of our presentday Ukraine becomes
part of the Russian Empire, there’s a 500 year
period in which they
are under very different
historical situations.”
In the mid-17th century, Ukrainian Cossacks were attempting
to form their own independent state and
rebelling against the
Polish-Lithuanians. The
Russian Tsar, OlmstedMcGraw explained, often came into conflict
with the Polish-Lithuanians over territorial
disputes, friction that
the Cossacks sought to
capitalize on.
“[The Cossack leader] is using the power
of one regional giant
against
another
regional giant in order to
carve out a small independent state for the
Cossacks,” Olmsted-McGraw said.
“What ends up happening,” Olmsted-McGraw added, is that
“Tsar Alexei and his
heirs slowly used this
alliance with the Cossacks to gain greater
control over the region,
until eventually in the
18th century, Catherine
the Great fully removed
independence from the
Cossacks and incorpo-

Mady Hand
A balcony view of the Kyiv-Pasazhyrskyi railway station which Russian forces destroyed in early March.

rates them in the empire.”
Following the Russian Revolution and the
collapse of the Russian
and Austro-Hungarian
empires post-World War
I, many nations, including Ukraine, came into
being. Briefly, between
1917 and 1919, the creation of a long-lasting
Ukrainian state seems
possible given a surge
of Ukrainian nationalism, but after a short
period of conflict between Poland and Russia, modern-day Western Ukraine fell under
Polish control while
Russia retained control
over central and eastern Ukraine, laying the
foundation for regional
differences that have
lasted to this day.
When
the
Soviet
Union was established
in 1922, the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR) was an integral founding member.
Western Ukraine was
later incorporated into
the Ukrainian SSR after
Stalin and Hitler signed
the Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pact in 1939 demarcating the division of Poland.
Initially, the Soviet
Union was surprisingly
tolerant of certain displays of nationalism
throughout its holdings.
The Russian Bolsheviks atop the USSR,
Olmsted-McGraw
explained, were Marxists
who believed that in order for people to be able
to join in the process of
building communism,
they must have already
reached the right stage
of historical development. In Marx’s theory,
the socialist stage came
after that of bourgeois
nationalism, leading the
Bolsheviks to engage in,
somewhat counterintuitively, the elevation of
national identities within so-called “backwards
nations,” creating what
some historians call an
“Affirmative-Action Empire.”
“Ukraine fits into
this project somewhat
uncomfortably,” Olmsted-McGraw
noted,
“because Ukraine had
well-developed nationalist movements.”
In Ukraine, this led
to eventual backlash
against
Ukrainization

and
indigenization
policies under Stalin.
The Holodomor, which
translates to “death by
hunger” in Ukrainian,
was an artificial famine
between 1932 and 1933
that is emblematic of
these harsh policies. Estimates of the death toll
generally range from
3.5 million to 7 million
people.
Whether or not the
Holodomor constitutes
an act of genocide has
been frequently debated.
“There were natural
factors that exacerbated
the situation,” OlmstedMcGraw said, “but that
situation would not
have existed without
state policies.”
“It is absolutely the
case,” Olmsted-McGraw
went on, “that certain
party officials, including Stalin, made a conscious decision not to
address the famine as
quickly as they could
have.”
After the devastation
wrought on Ukraine
by World War I, Stalinist inter-war purges,
and World War II, Stalin’s successor Nikita
Khrushchev, believing
that the USSR would
persist forever, sensitive to Ukraine’s 30 year
experience of terror
and death, and desiring
to solidify support for
his regime, gave Crimea
to the Ukrainian SSR.
This action, OlmstedMcGraw said, essentially marked the borders
of modern-day Ukraine
prior to the Russian
annexation of Crimea.
When Ukraine decided
to leave the USSR in
1991, the Soviet Union
began to collapse in on
itself. However, Ukraine
was still subject to extensive Russian influence, which persisted
through the 2004-2005
Orange Revolution until the 2014 Euromaidan
Revolution of Dignity
that deposed Ukrainian
President Victor Yanukovych, a Russian puppet.
Putin’s 2014 annexation of Crimea in retaliation and arming of
separatists in eastern
Ukraine began the war,
which rapidly escalated
in late February as Russia launched a full-scale
invasion of Ukraine.

All the while, Putin
has been weaponizing
history and memory
politics to justify his actions.
“He has no qualms
about re-writing history,” Professor of Government Jennifer Yoder
said. “He has made this
memory of World War II
and the Soviet Union’s
heroic role in it the
centerpiece of Russian
identity today.”
Olmsted-McGraw also
highlighted what she
called Putin’s “valorization of World War II and
defeat of Nazi Germany
as the foundational moment for why Russia is a
great nation.”
“So if you use the
language of denazification,” Olmsted-McGraw
explained, “then you
can justify war crimes
to your population. And
if you combine that
language with the argument that Ukraine
doesn’t really exist as an
independent
country,
then it doesn’t put any
limits on what the outcome of the war is.”
Yoder also emphasized the danger that
Putin’s rhetoric poses.
“He’s using [ideology
derived from valorizing
World War II] to vilify
Zelenskyy
and
proindependence
Ukrainians with language
about denazification,”
she said. “And because
of the centralization of
power and censorship,
that is what generations
of Russian citizens are
learning. People can
be fined or even given prison time if they
break the memory law
[outlawing comparisons
of the Soviet Union and
Nazi Germany].”
Unfortunately, Olmsted-McGraw and Yoder’s
fears about the perils
inherent in Putin’s rhetoric appear increasingly
justified as evidence of
atrocities
committed
by the Russian army,
most recently in Bucha, mount. While it
may not seem powerful, understanding the
ways in which Putin is
twisting historical truth
to justify his actions is
important in undercutting his narratives and
encouraging resistance
to his illegal, unjustifiable invasion.
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The Colby Museum of Art Hosts Sarah Cain:
“Hand in Hand” Installation
B Y J ENNA B OLING
A&E Writer

Current ly on display
in the Colby Museum of
Ar t, the project “Hand
in Hand” features Sarah
Cain’s colorful array of
abstract ar t made to be
walked on, sat on, and
touched.
Immediately
upon
entering the museum,
Cain’s rainbow sofas,
playful paintings, and
washi f loor span across
the William D. Adams
Galler y Floor, visually
greeting visitors and
allowing them a space
to rest among her work.
Cain, known for her
large
architecturalscale compositions of
experimental abstract
ar t, has created an onsite diverse collection
of
canvas
paintings
and painted furniture
that sit in dialogue with
one another, working
together to form a
unif ied whole.
The exhibit opened to
the public on March 31
and will continue until
Dec. 11.
“This project with
Sarah Cain originated
in 2016 when I saw an
exhibition of Sarah’s
work at a place called
Galerie Lelong, and
someone by the name

of Liz Bower – who’s
actually a Colby alumna
– is a gallerist there,
and she was working
with
Sarah
Cain,”
Lunder Chief Curator
Beth Finch said.
“Sarah had completed
a f loor for a galler y and
we just loved it. It was
just so inspiring to see
an ar tist working at this
scale and working with
abstraction in a way
that ’s quite serious but
also quite playful.”
Finch
originally
intended for the Colby
College Museum of Ar t
to feature Cain’s work
in 2020, but, due to
issues with timing, had
to postpone the project.
During
the
installation
process,
Cain went against her
traditional role as an
ar tist and took the
initiative of directing
the team with how she
wanted her work set up.
“As a curator, it was
really
rewarding
to
see her really lead an
installation team, so…
that she could stay ‘t wo
steps ahead of them’
because she didn’t come
in with a set design.
There
were
cer tain
things she wanted to
do, but she works ver y
s i g h t- r e s p o n s i v e l y,”
Finch said.
Surprising
the

museum
installation
team, Cain removed one
of the four paintings
that was up prior to her
arrival to add more to
the design, then put the
piece back up herself
when f inished.
“There were a few
of those moments like
‘woah, woah, woah,
she’s taking ar t off the
wall,’ but then it ’s like
‘oh, right, it ’s her ar t,
she owns it and she
knows how to move
her paintings,’” Finch
expressed. “We trust
ar tists, we consider
them in many ways
doing
research
just
like a scholar would,
but just perhaps with
visual materials, and
so it was ver y inspiring
to have Sarah here and
leading.”
The project, in its
entiret y, has forced
facult y to surrender
their usual museum
protocol and adopt an
at titude of openness
to
create
a
more
immersive environment
for museum at tendees.
“I think a project of
this nature also requires
a real leap of faith, and
having ar t that you
can walk on and sit on,
like the sofas and the
f loor, they def initely
challenge us in ways to
ask questions like ‘What

Beth Finch

Rita and Friends’ Guide
to Ice Cream in Waterville
B Y M ARYRITA C URCIO
Columnist

Courtesy of Beth Finch
The new installation takes up the entire lobby of The Colby College Museum of Art with rainbow furniture and artwork.

is ar t?’ ‘Where do you
f ind it?’ ‘How do you
experience it?’” Finch
said.
For Cain, ar t is meant
to have a real place and
role in the world rather
than existing only as
a passive medium for
viewing.
“I think she wants ar t
to be in the world, and
while these are precious
paintings, she wants
them to have that kind
of reach and to be sight
responsive,” Finch said.
Finch felt that Cain,
by allowing visitors
to engage with the ar t
f irst-hand by sit ting on
the painted sofas and
walking on the sea of
painted f looring, gave
rise to the ver y innate
and historic process
of interacting with ar t
rather than treating
each piece as a distant
production for the eyes.
“Painting is a very
ancient
thing,
very
ancient,
like
the
neanderthals
were
painting in caves. So it ’s
a ver y primal impulse,
and [Cain] wants to

#2 Giffords (Maine Company) (2.9
miles from campus)
Sam Donahue: Sugarloaf Mint Chip
“Nothing is better than sugarloaf
so obviously ice cream form of it is
unreal”
Catherine duBoulay: Maine Maple
Walnut ~ “A perfect combination of
savory and sweet.”
Mine: Campfire s’more with rainbow
sprinkles in a cup
~ “Childhood
summer memories in a cup”
Maryrita makes the most of spring days with senior friends.

Belfast Maskers Announce Auditions for
“Little Shop of Horrors”
Basil Burwell Community Theater
17 Court St., Belfast, ME 04915
Wednesday, May 11, 5:00-8:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 14, 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Auditioners should come prepared to sing a song
from the show or a favorite Broadway song.
Please fill out electronic form: https://forms.gle/Q21YTw7HfY4oWSfDAc
For questions, email Kim Murphy: kmusicorama@gmail.com

taken off over the last
few years, and Finch
was appreciative of the
fact that she still made
the time to stick with
the project as promised.
“I ’m
g r atef u l
to
S a r a h t h at she ’s s t uck
w it h u s. Her c a reer h a s
g row n qu ite a bit si nce
we
were
or ig i n a l ly
t a l k i ng
to
her
—
she h a s t h i s m ajor
com m i s sion
in
t he
Nat ion a l G a l ler y a nd
she h a s a lot of ot her
proje c t s
h app en i ng ,
but t he fac t t h at she
s t uck w it h t h i s proje c t
a nd w a s w i l l i ng to see
it t h roug h w it h u s wa s
rea l ly g reat .”
For a nyone i n need of
a brea k f rom t he s ad,
cold a nd g lo omy Ma i ne
weat her, a s top i n t he
mu seu m m ig ht b e ju s t
t he c u re you need!
“I love t he color a nd
to h ave it emer g i ng i n
Ma rch when it ’s of ten
ver y g r ay a nd cold
here a l mos t felt l i ke
some k i nd of color
c u re for t he cold we ’re
ex p er ienc i ng ,” Fi nch
s a id.

All About an Artist:
Zoey LaTour

60 degrees and sunny on an April day in Maine is the ideal weather for an
adventure. People are out and about on the hilltop and every adirondack chair
is in use from dana lawn to miller. With the sun comes the best treat of summer:
Ice Cream. And I must say Waterville is not lacking in selections of steller spots
to get ice cream once the spring season starts.
My friends and I have become regulars at some of these establishments after
we started our quest to find the top ice cream spots. Since there are so few nice
days there is no afternoon to waste going to a bad spot. I have what I claim as
the top 2 spots and the best flavors, picked by myself and friends with a flavor
profile. So please use this as a guide for the best ice cream experience and
remember any day the sun is out is a great day for ice cream.
#1: The Ice cream Shoppe
of Oakland (2.5 miles from campus)
Best Flavors:
Sam Donahue: Strawberry coffee soft
serve twist with butterscotch whipped
cream no cherry ~ “Sublime, perfect
complement to a sunny day”
Catherine duBoulay: Blueberry “I
love blueberry ice cream, it reminds
me of Maine and my favorite book,
Blueberries for Sal.” Mine: Midnight
Peanut Butter marshmallow with
rainbow sprinkles ~ “I’ve never had a
bad experience with peanut butter and
the sprinkle of marshmallows makes it
feel like home”

bring that to us as a way
of put ting down your
phone, or being in a
space and being present
in an experience. I think
that ’s what she’s hoping
to be able to do through
this work. It ’s also great
to photograph it and
share on social media,
but I think ultimately
what she wants is [for
us] to experience it in a
ver y personal way.”
Cain’s work takes on a
ver y nuanced approach
of working with the
tradition of abstraction
but also making new
moves to ref lect her
own spirit in each piece.
“So in the case of this
painting Glor y, she has
what looks like a kind
of Jackson Pollock-like
splat ter, but then you
could think ‘what about
paintball.’ There’s a
sense of playfulness
and not taking yourself
too
seriously,
but
also making serious
statements about what a
painting can be and how
it can act in the world,”
Finch said.
Cain’s
career
has

Zoey LaTour ‘25

“Hi, I’m Z oey (a lso k now n as
T he Colby Echo’s ca r toonist)!
I’m cu r rent ly a f i rst yea r here,
a nd I’m goi ng to be double
major i ng i n psych a nd a r t.
I’ve been creat i ng a r t si nce
I cou ld wa l k, a nd I love
bei ng able to do what I love
a nd ex press mysel f t hroug h
t he a ma zi ng pr i nt ma k i ng
prog ra m here!”
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Ethical Considerations of Care H o w Tu t o r i n g I g n i t e d
M y P a s s i o n f o r Wr i t i n g
for the Geriatric Population
B Y S A ATHVIK A D IVITI
Columnist

With time, hospitals
are increasingly caring
for more of the geriatric
population — a result of
the many technological
and medical advances
that prolong life in the
modern
age.
When
taking care of geriatric
patients,
many
who
have multiple diseases,
healthcare professionals
need to account for
beyond
the
patient’s
physical health including
their social atmosphere
and
relationships.
Thus, physicians face
a difficult dilemma in
the patient care of the
geriatric
population:
how
can
they,
so
accustomed to improving
quality of life through
medicine, account for
circumstances that exist
beyond the hospital?
Perhaps one of the
biggest challenges in
geriatric care is patient
autonomy.
Patient
autonomy is a topic
emphasized
during
medical training. More
and more physicians are
taught to distinguish their
role as a guide, providing
information and options
so that the patient can

make their own decisions
when it comes to their
healthcare.
However,
what happens to patient
autonomy when patients
do not have a full decisionmaking
capacity?
Or
when they want to
defer
their
decisions
to a family member?
It becomes difficult to
distinguish what a patient
“would want,” leading to
frustration for the family
and physician alike. So
the question remains:
how can a physician
respect and prioritize
patient autonomy when
family members and
others become involved
in the patient-physician
relationship?
What makes it difficult
to care for the geriatric
population is that they
usually have advanced
medical conditions, such
as frailty and cognitive
dysfunction,
or
face
social and may and safety
at home. Compared to
prescribing an oxygen
tank for a COPD (chronic
obstructive pulmonary
disease) patient, these
conditions are difficult to
treat for some physicians
because there is no
“simple fix.” The question
of
patient
autonomy
arises again — can

society justify limiting a
patient’s independence
in interest of their “own
safety?”
When
does
survival outweigh desire
for quality of life, if ever?
Lack of time and training
renders
physicians,
at times, helpless to
empathize or provide
the adequate care and
attention to social factors
that may impact an
elderly patient’s health.
However, at the end of
the day, there is a fine line
between a physician’s
responsibilities
and
society’s obligations to
care for the elderly. In
recent years, this line
is blurring as studies
have shown that the
majority
of
medical
problems in the geriatric
population are rooted
in their social situation.
A question to consider
is
where
medicine
should begin to look for
sociomedical well-being,
as opposed to strict
physical health. After
all, haven’t we realized
that physical health and
social well-being are
interdependent? As we
all age, it’s important
to
acknowledge
and
fight to combat how we,
as a society, treat our
vulnerable populations.

Zoey Latour
Geriatric care involves complex issues such as patient autonomy and interdependence, beyond just physical health.

B Y T AR A G ODAY
Opinion

We all know the
feeling too well: a paper
is due in four hours
and you have not even
started, so you dutifully
march
(or
more
accurately drag your
feet) towards Miller.
We have all hunched
over our computers
with adrenaline fueling
our furiously typing
f ingers and somehow,
with a little luck and
lots
of
coffee,
we
barely read it over and
submit it with seconds
to spare. Even though
the assignment is done,
it is never the f inest
writing.
When I signed up to
take the course that
trains writing tutors at
the Farnham Writers’
Center, I expected to
be dealing with lots of
these types of students.
I imagined a lot of
frantic students who
had a deadline in hours
and needed some quick
feedback. I expected to
be doing a lot of quick
editing and correcting
grammatical errors. I
expected to read and
talk quickly, focusing
on helping students

achieve
the
best
possible grade.
In reality, my job
looks quite different
from what I expected.
Instead of two students
hunching over a single
computer trying to sift
through a paper and
f ind every grammatical
error, I have a student
read their paper aloud.
While they read, my
only job is to listen. I
do not interrupt them.
I am not looking for
sentences to correct
but rather questions to
ask. Though we work
to make your writing
better, our overarching
goal is to make better
writers.
My role at the writing
center
has
changed
the way I view my own
writing. Though you will
still see me in Miller,
aggressively typing two
hours before a deadline,
I have learned to try
and avoid these last
minute ventures. I now
view writing less as a
chore to be done, but as
a collaborative process.
Instead
of
viewing
peers’ feedback as more
time that needs to be
spent f ixing a paper, I
see these comments as
an opportunity to hone

my writing skills.
Not only is my writing
better because I spend
more time working on
it, but because I have
learned to ask questions
instead of correcting
errors. Though turning
in
an
assignment
moments before the
deadline provides a
rush of adrenaline, my
now-slower
process
provides me with more
satisfaction and less
stress.
By decelerating my
writing process, I have
found the joy that can
come
from
putting
pen to paper or the
more relaxed pace of
my f ingers typing on
a keyboard. This new
approach has allowed
me to f ind joy in my
writing and has even
led me to pursue an
English minor.
So, next time you
have a paper or want to
stop in and chat over a
cup of coffee, come to
the Farnham Writers’
Center.
Visiting
the
Writing
Center
will
most likely not lead to
a miraculous love of
writing, but we would
still love to see all of
your masked smiling
faces.

Tara Goday
Pictured are the tutors of Farnham Writers Center, who are available by appointment

Computer science is where you belong!
B Y NASER A L M ADI

Contributing Professor
What is in common
between a 9th century
Muslim polymath, a
19th century female
mathematician, a gay
British WWII hero, and
a 30-year-old obscure
female NASA employee?
Bear with me as I
explain.
If you’ve heard of
algorithms, or the set
of steps followed by
a computer to solve
problems, then I must
tell you about the guy
who invented them!
Muhammad ibn Musa
al-Khwarizmi, beyond
rocking
the
most
dapper hipster beard
in all of antiquity,
was a 9th century
Muslim mathematician
who
contributed
significantly
to
algebra and founded
algorithms.
AlKhwarizmi’s Latinized
name,
Algorismus,
turned into the name
of the method used
for computations, and
survives in the modern
term “algorithm.” Also,
if you’ve used Arabic
numbers (the numbers
used in English today),
then you owe this
guy some thanks. All
modern advances in
Computer Science, from
personal computers to
self-driving cars, use
algorithms to do what
they do.
For centuries after alKhwarizmi, computers
were people who used
algorithms to do fast
calculations, and with
the industrial revolution
came
mechanical
computers that were
faster
than
human
computers. One of the
computing
pioneers
of that era was Ada
Lovelace, a 19th century
female mathematician
who was the first to
recognize the usefulness
of
mechanical
computers
beyond
making
calculations.
Not only was she among
the first people to
think about generalpurpose computers (like
the computers we use
today), but she wrote a
programming language
for
them,
IN
THE
1800s!!!!!
Therefore,
lady Augusta Ada King,
Countess of Lovelace
(Super cool name, we

must agree) is regarded
as the first computer
programmer. Her story
is an embodiment of
challenging
gender
roles, which at the
time prohibited women
from publishing and
participating in science.
Lady
Ada’s
dream
of
general-purpose
computers
was
not
realized until the 20th
century, at the hands of
English mathematician
and WWII hero, Alan
Turing. One can write
an entire book on Alan
Turing, and actually the
movie “The Imitation
Game” is based on his
life (Played by Benedict
Cumberbatch, go watch
it!). I don’t have space
in this article to talk
about Turing in details,
so let me just list his
accomplishments:
Father
of
generalpurpose
computer,
founder of Artificial
Intelligence, father of
theoretical
computer
science, decrypted the
Nazi enigma machine,
helped end WWII using
computers.
Sadly, he didn’t receive
credit for his work, in
fact he was prosecuted
in
1952
for
being
homosexual. In 2009,
Minister Gordon Brown
made an official public
apology on behalf of the
British government for
“the appalling way Alan
Turing was treated.” And
in 2019, a BBC television
series, as voted by the
audience, named him
the greatest person of
the 20th century.
The story of computers
continues with Margaret
Hamilton, a 30-yearold
obscure
female
NASA employee who is
credited with coining
the
term
“software
engineering.”
Yup,
you heard that right,
Software
Engineering
was
founded
by
a
30-year-old woman in
1969. Margaret was the
director of the Software
Engineering Division of
the MIT Instrumentation
Laboratory,
which
developed
on-board
f light
software
for
NASA’s Apollo program.
She was among the first
to encounter the modern
problems
associated
with managing large
software projects with
many teams, and her
recognition of these

problems
set
the
stage for discussions
that lead to modern
software
engineering
tools and solutions. She
didn’t receive public
recognition for her work
– which helped land
humans on the moon
– but on November 22,
2016, Hamilton received
the Presidential Medal
of
Freedom
from
President Barack Obama
in recognition of her
work (she was kissed
by Tom Hanks in the
same event, what a
great day!). We can’t
talk about NASA and the
Apollo program without
mentioning Katherine
Johnson,
Dorothy
Vaughan,
and
Mary
Jackson. Their work
helped calculate the
trajectories that took
the Apollo astronauts to
the Moon, and they were
champions for women
and minorities in the
space program and the
world as a whole. Go
watch the movie “Hidden
Figures” to learn about
their contribution.
This is only a subset
of a very long and
diverse list of great
figures who shaped the
world we live in with
their contributions to
Computer Science (I
apologize in advance for
missing many figures
that should be in this
article).
All I want to say in this
short article, is that no
matter your ethnicity,
race,
socioeconomic
status,
sex,
gender,
exceptionalities,
language,
religion,
sexual
orientation,
p r o g r a m m i n g
experience,
and
geographical area you
can succeed and lead in
Computer Science. We
welcome you, and we
need you!
I hope that you will take
a CS course soon. You
never know, you might
be the next character
in this beautiful and
diverse story of human
perseverance. Computer
Science is at its infancy
as a field, and the future
is yours to write!
(I must explain that
“the future is yours
to write” is a code
pun, since computer
scientists write code,
get it? Okay, great,
thanks! Just wanted to
make sure).
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Colby Tennis inches closer to playoffs, notching perfect records in
matches against Connecticut College for both men and women
BY ANNA

DO

ROSARIO

win after initially being down 2-5. This win
bolstered the Mules’
momentum
heading
into singles with a 3-0
start.
Each subsequent win
added to this momentum, beginning with
Levitz’s swift 6-2 and
6-0 victories at the No.
one position. Domination was the theme on
this rainy Saturday in
Waterville, Maine.
Making her second
appearance
in
the
Mules’
lineup
this
year was Callery, who
won 6-0, 6-1 at the No.
6 position. Callery’s
match was a strong
show of composure
and patience.
The remaining singles were equally victorious.
Hernandez
achieved 6-0, 6-3 victories and Dougherty
defeated her opponent
6-0, 6-0. Riordan won
6-1, 6-1 as did teammate Landau 6-2, 6-0.
Riordan and Landau
will continue to play
an important role on
the team in upcoming
years, both on and off
the courts.
In role model performances on senior day,
Hernandez had a dominant 6-0, 6-3 performance and Dougherty
defeated her opponent
6-0, 6-0.
Colby College recognized
the
indelible
mark
seniors
Callery,
Dougherty,

Sports Reporter

The Mules bulldozed
through the Connecticut College Camels
this past weekend as
Colby Women’s Tennis
showed everyone just
why they were recently ranked No. 26 in the
Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA)
Rankings.
In a spectacular display of competition,
sportsmanship,
and
team comraderie, the
Mules swept Connecticut College 9-0 to boast
a perfect record, honoring seniors Emilia
Callery ’22, Katharine
Dougherty ’22, Lindsey Hernandez ’22,
Carly Levitz ’22, and
Olivia Scordo ’22 on
their athletic careers.
Saturday ’s
match
was emblematic of
their already-impressive season. The doubles were no exception, with Hernandez
and Levitz claiming a
decisive 8-0 win at the
No. 1 position. In a
similar fashion at the
No. 3 position, Dougherty and Callery were
equally decisive with
a perfect 8-0 win.
The Mules’ match
was not entirely uncontested
as
Sam
Riordan ’24 and Sydney Landau ’24 won
at the No. 2 position
in their tenacious,
come-from-behind 8-5

Hernandez,
Levitz,
and Scordo have made
on Colby’s tennis program and commended
them for the role they
played in setting both
team and individual
records. The journey
doesn’t end here, as
Colby Women’s Tennis looks to continue
their patterns of success against NESCAC
rival Bates College on
April 16. The team’s
success
throughout
the past weeks heralds
a deep playoff run for
the Mules, who come
in at No. eight in the
Northeast.
The Mules hope to
remain a formidable
force in the NESCAC
in the coming years,
and the men’s program makes a strong
case for why this will
be the reality, recently coming in ranked
No. 24 in the country,
their highest ranking
in program history.
Their trip out to the
West Coast for spring
break was a testament
to their grit, as they
went into matches
against both the University of Redlands
and the California
Institute of Technology as underdogs and
emerged as victors.
The men followed in
the women’s footsteps,
also securing a perfect record with their
9-0 win against Connecticut College later

in the day. The Mules
have won the last two
of their three NESCAC
matches, demonstrating strength on both
individual and team
levels.
Joey
Barrett
’24,
2021 Northeast Rookie of the Year, boasts
a No. 20 ranking in
the Northeast singles
rankings while also
holding a No. 12 doubles ranking alongside partner Jake Cohen ’25.
Saturday also marked
Senior Day for the
men, as they celebrated Max Schuermann
’22. Schuermann and
his doubles partner
Sam Henry ’24 started
the match strong with
a dominant 8-2 win at
the No. two position.
The Mules continued
to dominate throughout the afternoon as
Barrett and Jake Cohen ’25 came away
with an 8-2 win at the
No. 1 position. The
last of the three doubles matches for Saturday, Jan Wenger ’23
and James Bogdanovic
’25, led the Mules to an
impeccable
doubles
record for the day, f inishing the match with
an 8-3 win in the No. 3
position.
The Colby men continued their excellent play into singles
matches. Sriram Das
’25 made his debut
for the Mules, coming

away with a thrilling
6-0, 6-0 win at the No.
six position. Schuer-

Joey Barrett
’24, 2021
Northeast
Rookie of
the Year,
boasts a No.
20 ranking in the
Northeast
singles
rankings
while also
holding a
No. 12 doubles ranking
alongside
partner Jake
Cohen ’25.
mann won in a similar convincing fashion

and displayed sheer
dominance in his 6-0,
6-0 wins at the No. four
position. The Mules
boasted many straight
sets wins on Saturday
afternoon,
including those of Wenger,
Barrett, and Cohen.
Bogdanovic kept spectators on their toes,
ultimately f iring a
passing shot winner to
save a matchpoint and
win the match 11-9 at
the No. 5 position.
Schuermann
will
continue to serve as
a leader for this team
with a bright future
ahead and ended the
match on a touching
note, calling his fellow teammates a “special group of guys”
with whom he is excited to work hard.
The men look to
make their f irst NESCAC playoffs appearance this spring season, and their bond as
a team alongside their
athletic prowess look
to serve them well.
The men will take on
NESCAC rival Bowdoin
College on April 14.
Overall, the Colby
Tennis Program looks
to be making large and
important strides, and
the College’s recent
investment in athletics with the construction of the HAARC
appears to be paying
off. Stay tuned as the
Mules continue their
impressive seasons!

Scores of the Week
Monday 4/4
Baseball
vs. Thomas College
at Home
Win
22 - 7

Tuesday 4/5
Softball
vs. UMaine
Farmington
at Home
Win
6-0

Wednesday 4/6
Men’s Lacrosse
vs. Thomas College
at Home
Win
24 - 0

Saturday 4/9
Men’s Lacrosse
vs. Amherst College
at Amherst, MA
Loss
7 - 12

Saturday 4/9
Men’s Tennis
vs. Connecticut College
at Home
Win
9-0

Saturday 4/9
Women’s Tennis
vs. Connecticut College
at Home
Win
9-0

Sunday 4/10
Baseball
vs. Middlebury
at Middlebury, VT
Loss
5 - 16

Sunday 4/10
Women’s Lacrosse
vs. Williams
at Home
Win
15 - 7

Sunday 4/10
Men’s Tennis
vs. Trinity College
at Home
Win
8-1

Sunday 4/10
Women’s Tennis
vs. Trinity College
at Home
Win
8-1

Forum

Pen to Paper

SUDOKU
6
4

5
1

9
4 5

5
7
9
3 8

6

4

Are you a writer? A novelist? A poet?
A flash fiction author?

5
2
1 8
8
1
7 6

Submit your writing to The Colby
Echo to be featured in our weekly
Pen to Paper features column!

2

7
9

We accept all kinds of writing and
all subject matter. Length should be
under 1200 words, if possible.
Email any and all submissions to
colbyecho1877@gmail.com. Pieces
can be submitted anonymously if
desired.
This is your chance to show Colby
your writing skills!
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Colby Softball dominates Bates while baseball falls to Middlebury
BY W I L L B E D I N G F I E L D
Sports Editor

On Saturday April 9,
Colby Softball took on
Bates at a homef ield
double header. Despite a drizzly weekend morning, both
teams came f ired up
in this regional and divisional rivalry which
marked
the
Mules
f irst
New
England

Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC)
competition. The f irst
game of Saturday’s
double header started
in the Bobcats’ favor,
but the Mules quickly
turned it around.
The Mules started
out slowly, giving up
two runs early in the
f irst, but answered
right away. In her f irst
at bat, Logan Luebbe

’23 hit an RBI (Runs
Batted In) triple to tie
the game. Right after,
her teammate Amanda
Cabral ’23 brought another run home with
an RBI.
In the same inning,
Payton Crowley ’24
converted
another
RBI (and a double) to
land on second and
bring the score to 4-2,
Mules leading. Col-

COLBY ATHLETICS
Logan Luebbe ‘23 winds up at the plate against a weakened and intimidated Bates pitching core.

leen McAvoy ’25 hit a
two run single off an
overwhelmed Bobcats
pitching core to make
the score 7-3 in the
f ifth inning.
With two innings
left, Abby Orso ’24
-on a fantastic string
of good form - came
in for Sam Ahlholm
’23 to close out the
f irst of three of Colby’s matchups against
Bates for the weekend. Orso, characteristically, went on to
strike out three out of
six Bobcats she faced
at the mound.
The game unraveled
for Bates after that.
The Bobcats’ pitcher
gave up another run
to Luebbe in the sixth,
after walking Katelyn
Hays ’25 with bases
loaded in an embarrassing display of incompetence.
After a short break,
the two teams lined
up again across from
Coombs f ield for the
second of Saturday’s
games. Orso continued her tenure at the
mound and pitched
the entire game, allowing
only
three
runs and striking out
another seven. Colby
scored two runs early
on to set the tone for
the afternoon matchup and continue their
dominant spell.
The game came to a
fevered pitch in the
fourth inning, which
became a nightmare
for the Bobcats. At
the climax of the inning, Chloe Wilcox ’24

scored a grand slam earning her NESCAC
Player of the Week
honors. At this point,
Bates did not stand a
chance. With an 8-2
lead, Wilcox added another run in the f ifth
inning and Jackie Hill
’23 hit a home run in
the sixth - her f irst
home run of the season.
Ending the game 10-

At the cli
max of the
inning,
Chloe Wil
cox ‘24
scored a
grand slam
— earning
her NES
CAC Player
of the Week
honors.
3, the Mules were in
great shape for their
third and f inal game
of the weekend. Orso -

a regular standout for
the team - improved
her record to 6-2,
playing in all but four
games so far.
Colby Baseball took
a trip to Middlebury
on Sunday, April 10,
but did not f ind the
same success as Colby
Softball. The Mules
played to Middlebury ’s
strength for the f irst
inning, but that was
the last inning before
a game-long slide.
The
Mules
went
scoreless
over
the
next
four
innings,
while letting up seven
Middlebury runs. Regaining some footing
in the fourth inning,
the
Mules
scored
four runs, making the
score 5-8, with another inning left to come
back. Sadly, the sixth
inning was even more
productive for Middlebury, who scored
eight runs to put the
Mules’ chances at slim
to none.
Middlebury
closed
out the top of the seventh without letting
up a run to send Colby on a long bus ride
home.
Colby Softball will
continue to test their
hot streak against a
strong Tufts University team over three
games this weekend
April 15 and 16. Colby Baseball looks to
recover their form
with local weeknight
games before a rivalr y matchup against
Bates College over the
weekend.

Colby Women’s Lacrosse continues their hot
streak, beating both Williams and Amherst
BY ROHAN SINHA
Sports Reporter

COLBY ATHLETICS
Colby Women’s Tennis honors their seniors with framed portraits ahead of their match against Conn. College.

This past weekend,
Colby Women’s Lacrosse comfortably defeated both Amherst
and Williams at home,
continuing their undefeated run in the NESCAC.
The Mules came into
Saturday with a 6-1
overall record celebrating their Senior Day
against a struggling
Mammoth’s side. Colby
hit the ground running,
establishing an early
5-1 lead following the
first period. Elizabeth
Hennessey ’23 provided three of the early
scores with the other
two coming from Eliza
Dean ’22 and Cami McDonald ’24.
The Mules did not
slow their roll in the
second period, running
up the score to 10-1 off
two more scores from
Hennessey and one
apiece from Ally Franz
’24, Annie Eddy ’23, and
Gianna Bruno ’23. The
Mammoths were able
to respond with two
scores to finish the period 10-3; however, the
Mules entered the second half of the game
with a comfortable seven-goal-lead.
The third period did
not feature as many
scores from Colby’s of-

fense as the Mammoths
managed to control
draws, save shots, and
compete for ground
balls. While Amherst
did manage to assert
themselves defensively, none of their shots
were able to find the
back of the net defended by Colby’s stalwart
goalie: Emily Podgorni
’22.
Despite the more
evenly matched competition,
Hennessy
and Eddy added to the
scoresheet with one
goal apiece to finish
the period with a staggering 12-3 lead for the
Mules.
The Mules capped off
the comfortable win
with a dominant fourth
period. Grace Toner
’22 scored two to celebrate her senior day,
with Bruno and Eddy
also finding the back
of the net themselves.
Amherst found itself a
consolatory goal to finish the game 16-4.
The final scoreline
ref lects an obviously
dominant performance
from Colby defensively,
in addition to their offense’s
authoritative
scoring. Hennessey led
the way with six goals,
Eddy with three, Toner
with two, and Franz,
Jardina,
McDonald,
Bruno, and Dean with
one each.

The statement win
surely gave the Mules
confidence on both
sides of the ball heading
into the Sunday matchup against Williams.
Colby managed to carry
their momentum over,
scoring four straight
before Williams could
respond with a score
themselves. The period finished relatively
close at 5-3, indicating
the Mules would not be
able to pick apart Williams’ defense and suppress their offense as
easily as they did with
the Mammoths.
After ten minutes
of play in the second
period, the Ephs managed to close the deficit
to just two with a 5-7
scoreline; however, the
Mules pulled away finishing the period ahead
at 5-9.
The Ephs were unable to keep up with
Colby’s attack as the
game finished at 15-7
with another dominant
performance from the
Mules.
Colby looks to close
out the regular season
with only four remaining games left, all in
conference. The Mules,
along with Middlebury, are the only two
remaining undefeated
teams in conference
play and will face each
other Saturday April 16.

COLBY ATHLETICS
Team leader Sydney Landau ’24 patiently waits to return a serve in her match against Connecticut College.

COLBY ATHLETICS

COLBY ATHLETICS

Colby Men’s Track and Field took on NESCAC competition at Bowdoin College’s Polar Bear Invitational.

Hannah Corey ‘22 drives the ball upfield and leads her team to a 16-4 win over Amherst College.

